Enhanced cell uptake of superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles functionalized with dendritic guanidines.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful tool for the diagnosis of disease and the study of biological processes such as cancer metastasis and inflammation. Superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles have been shown to be effective contrast agents for labeling cells to provide high sensitivity in MRI, but this sensitivity depends on the ability to label cells with sufficient quantities of SPIO, which can be challenging for nonphagocytic cells such as cancer cells. To address this issue, a novel cell-penetrating polyester dendron with peripheral guanidines was developed and conjugated to the surface of SPIO. The functionalized nanoparticles were characterized by transmission electron microscopy, infrared spectroscopy, and dynamic light scattering, and it was found that the surface functionalization reaction proceeded to completion and did not have any adverse effects on the SPIO. In GL261 mouse glioma cells, the dendritic guanidine exhibited remarkably similar cell-penetrating capabilities to the HIV-Tat(47-57) peptide for the transport of fluorescein, and when conjugated to SPIO, it provided significantly enhanced uptake in comparison with nanoparticles having no dendron or dendrons with hydroxyl or amine peripheries. This uptake led to substantial decreases in the transverse relaxation time (T(2)) of labeled cells relative to control cells. While the nanoparticles functionalized with dendritic guanidines exhibited somewhat greater toxicity than those functionalized with dendrons having hydroxyl or amine peripheries, they were still relatively nontoxic at the low concentrations required for labeling.